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Abstract: Forest height and vertical structure profile functions can be estimated using polarimetric
interferometric synthetic aperture radar (PolInSAR) data based on the random volume over ground
(RVoG) model and polarization coherence tomography (PCT) theory, respectively. For each resolution
cell, considering different forest vertical scattering structure functions to solve the corresponding
forest height, the accuracy of PolInSAR forest height inversion will be improved. In this study, a forest
vertical structure profile function and forest height inversion algorithm based on PCT technology was
developed by using dual-baseline PolInSAR data. Then the deviation of forest height was corrected
according to the inverted forest vertical structure. Finally, the LiDAR and PolInSAR data were
employed to verify the proposed method. The experimental results show that the accuracy of the
proposed method (tropical forest: RMSE = 5.96 m, boreal forest: RMSE = 3.11 m) is 25.5% and 30.43%
higher than that of the dual-baseline RVoG model algorithm (tropical forest: RMSE = 8 m, boreal
forest: RMSE = 4.47 m).

Keywords: forest height; forest vertical structure profile function; dual-baseline PolInSAR; polarization
coherence tomography

1. Introduction

The three-dimensional structure of forests, such as vertical profile and tree height, is an
important factor in describing the morphological characteristics of the forest. This structure
not only directly reflects the growth and development of the forest but also serves as an
important input for estimating forest resources, such as aboveground biomass and growing
stock [1–3]. Polarimetric Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (PolInSAR) can detect
three-dimensional structure parameters of vegetation due to its altimetry capability [4,5]
and has an important role in the remote measurement of vegetation area characteristics,
such as forest height and aboveground biomass [6,7]. The technology has been successfully
applied to different radar bands, including the X-, C-, L-, and P-bands [8–10]. Among
them, the X-band achieves a good performance in the acquisition of vegetation layer height
but requires the corresponding ground digital terrain model (DTM) [11]. Therefore, the L-
and P-bands will have broader application prospects in the future because of their strong
penetration capabilities, and it is easier to obtain parameters such as the vertical backscatter
profile of the vegetation layer and the height of the forest’s underlying surface.

The emergence of polarimetric interferometric SAR makes it possible to quantitatively
obtain vegetation structure parameters. In the widest application, the random volume
over ground (RVoG) model is utilized to estimate a small number of layer parameters in
the forest, including forest height and understory structure [12,13]. This model treats the
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forest as a single medium layer that contains randomly uniform particles and does not
take into account the vertical heterogeneity of the forest [14]. Under high-frequency radar
wave observations, the forest scatterer satisfies the homogeneity assumption of the model,
because the radar wave interaction occurs in the upper forest layer, where there are smaller
scattering structures, such as branches and leaves. However, in low-frequency radar (e.g.,
L-band and P-band) observations, the interaction between radar waves and vegetation
layers may occur at lower positions in the vegetation layer. The observed scatterers are
mainly trunks and branches, and the signal contains ground scattering, which is no longer
satisfied with the assumption of the RVoG model [15].

To solve this problem, a dual-baseline solution method is proposed in the scheme,
which can take into account the influence of the ground scattering component on the forest
height under the framework of the RVoG model [16]. In addition, some researchers have
built many models that combine forest vertical structural heterogeneity and PolInSAR
data [15,17–19]. Garestier and Le Toan proposed representing the RVoG model by con-
sidering the vertical variation in the extinction coefficient of the forest and established
an interferometric coherence expression related to the profile of the truncated Gaussian
backscatter to invert the forest height [17,18]. However, this method of modeling the forest
scene as a single vertical structure model cannot take into account all the differences in the
vertical structure of the forest, nor can it extract the forest vertical reflection information;
only the forest height can be obtained.

Due to the complexity of the vertical structure of a forest, it is difficult to accurately
express the scattering process of the SAR signal with a specific function. To solve this
problem, tomographic synthetic aperture radar (TomoSAR) technology is widely used to
estimate the three-dimensional structure inversion of scatterers such as forest vegetation
layers without relying on any models [20]. However, to ensure good inversion perfor-
mance, numerous SAR images with uniformly distributed baselines are needed, which
severely limits the application scenarios of this technique. In addition, Cloude developed
polarization coherence tomography (PCT) techniques to estimate forest vertical backscatter
profiles using PolInSAR data [21–23]. The PCT technique takes the tree height as an input
parameter and uses a set of orthogonal Legendre polynomials to approximate the vertical
structure function, which is difficult to mathematically model. Cloude used single-baseline
PolInSAR data to verify the PCT technique in 2006, showed the feasibility of inversion
of forest vertical profiles, and discussed the framework and problems of multi-baseline
PCT technique inversion [21]. Cloude used the dual-baseline method to invert the vertical
structure with higher accuracy in 2007 and used singular value decomposition to solve the
matrix ill-conditioned problem in the inversion process [22]. However, with this framework,
only the vertical structure profile of the forest can be inverted, and the forest height cannot
be matched with the vertical structurefunction. Zhang used an iterative method to solve the
forest height and vertical structure model [24]. Based on these, we find that the PCT model
has the potential to simultaneously retrieve forest height and vertical structure parameters.
Therefore, we propose a dual-baseline forest height estimation method, which establishes
different scattering models for each resolution cell, and simultaneously solves forest height
and vertical structure parameters at the resolution cell level, rather than considering that
the scattering models of different forests are the same.

The purpose of this work is to use PolInSAR data to simultaneously invert forest
height and vertical structure profiles based on PCT technology so that the vertical structure
function can correspond to different forest scattering scenes under different resolution
cells. Due to the poor robustness of the multi-baseline iterative solution methods, we
propose a geometric dual-baseline forest height and vertical structure solution method.
This dual-baseline method limits the range of parameters to be solved by using a look-up
table, and finally selects a set of forest height and vertical structure parameter solutions
that satisfy both baseline PolInSAR observations. In the solution results, we found that the
peak height of canopy scattering is more consistent with the forest height of LiDAR than
the retrieved forest height. Therefore, the canopy scattering peak height can be corrected
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by using a small amount of LiDAR data products to improve the accuracy of PolInSAR
forest height. Finally, this dual-baseline solution method uses the PCT model to extend
the PolInSAR forest height estimation to the vertical structure profile function and forest
height estimation.

2. Study Site and Data
2.1. Tropical Forest Area at Lope

In 2015 and 2016, the AfriSAR campaign was carried out as a collaborative effort
among international space and National Park agencies (ESA, NASA, ONERA, DLR, ANPN
and AGEOS) in support of the upcoming ESA BIOMASS, NASA-ISRO Synthetic Aperture
Radar (NISAR) and NASA Global Ecosystem Dynamics Initiative (GEDI) missions [25]. As
part of the 2016 AfriSAR campaign, NASA conducted data collection in the rainforests of
Africa using L-band Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Synthetic Aperture Radar (UAVSAR) and the
Land, Vegetation, and Ice Sensor (LVIS) LiDAR systems. The UVASAR data are available
from https://uavsar.jpl.nasa.gov/ (accessed on 7 April 2021). The LVIS LiDAR data are
available from https://lvis.gsfc.nasa.gov/ (accessed on 7 April 2021). Both UAVSAR and
LVIS LiDAR are airborne sensor systems, and the data can be used to explore models and
algorithms that can be applied to the upcoming space satellite SAR system. The LVIS
LiDAR forest height product (RH100) obtained by NASA in this campaign was selected for
accuracy verification. The resolution of the LVIS forest height product is 25 m × 25 m.

This paper uses the polarization SAR data obtained in the rainforest of Lope National
Park, Gabon. The location of the Lope test area is shown in Figure 1a. As a super test site for
the AfriSAR campaign, Lope has a complex terrain environment and forest height distribu-
tion. The forest height range is 3 m to 60 m, and the average forest height is approximately
35 m, which is challenging for the inversion of forest height [25,26]. In this area, UAVSAR
data were obtained through repeated observations at different orbital heights. In this paper,
four interferometric pairs with different baseline lengths were selected for experiments.
For each interferometric pair, multilook processing and polarimetric interferometry were
conducted. The phase diversity optimization method was then applied to estimate the
polarimetric coherences. The original PolSAR image has a resolution of 0.6 m in azimuth
and 1.67 m in slant range. We performed multilook processing using a rectangular window
with a size of 16 pixels in azimuth and 4 pixels in slant range, producing multilooked
images with a pixel spacing of 9.6 m in azimuth and 6.66 m in slant range.
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Figure 1. The optical image of the test site (copyright Google Earth) and the corresponding SAR data
location (red box). (a,b) are the Lope and Krycklan test areas, respectively.

2.2. Boreal Forest Area at Krycklan

The PolInSAR data of the boreal forest area were collected by the European Space
Agency (ESA) in the BioSAR2008 campaign in order to investigate the strong topographic
effects on biomass retrieval (http://eopi.esa.int, accessed on 13 November 2020). The
L-band quad-polarization data of the E-SAR airborne SAR system provided by the BioSAR

https://uavsar.jpl.nasa.gov/
https://lvis.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://eopi.esa.int
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2008 campaign were employed as the test for experimental verification [17,27]. The data
includes two types of datasets: radar geometry image products and geocoded terrain
correction products. The SAR data of forest area obtained by the BioSAR 2008 campaign
are mainly used for the inversion of forest height and biomass. In addition, as a part
of the BioSAR2008 campaign, LiDAR measurements were performed by the Swedish
Defense Research Agency (FOI). The derived forest height will be regarded as the reference
to evaluate the performance of the proposed method in forest height inversion. The
experimental area of the campaign is located in the Krycklan River area of Vindeln city in
northern Sweden (see Figure 1b). This area exhibits typical northern forest characteristics.
The forest type is mainly coniferous and broad-leaved mixed forest.

The main tree species are coniferous forests dominated by Pinus sylvestris, Picea abies,
and a small number of Betula. The average forest height is approximately 18 m, and the
maximum forest height is 30 m [17,24,27]. The forest type of the experimental area and the
band of data acquisition are different from those of the Lope test site, which can better verify
the effectiveness of the algorithm. Four interferometric pairs with different baseline lengths
were selected for the experiments. For each interferometric pair, a series of PolInSAR
preprocessing steps were conducted, including image coregistration, flat-earth removal,
multilook processing and polarimetric interferometry. The phase diversity optimization
method was then applied to estimate the polarimetric coherences. The original PolSAR
image has a resolution of 1.2 m in azimuth and 2.12 m in slant range. We performed
multilook processing using a rectangular window with a size of 2 pixels in azimuth,
producing multilooked images with a pixel spacing of 2.4 m in azimuth and 2.12 m in slant
range. The configuration parameters of the airborne SAR interferometric pairs for the two
test sites are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Configuration of airborne SAR in the experimental area.

Study Area Band Flight Altitude (m) Tracks Spatial Baseline (m)
Mean kz (rad/m)

Lope L 12,500 5 20, 40, 60, 80
(0.051, 0.104, 0.156, 0.209)

Krycklan L 3900 6 6, 12, 18, 24, 30
(0.065, 0.137, 0.201, 0.276, 0.335)

3. Methodology
3.1. Random Volume over Ground Model

In forest applications, the scattering model of vegetation is widely used. To connect
PolInSAR observations with forest scene parameters, Treuhaft proposed the RVoG model
in 1996. This model describes the forest vegetation scene as a two-layer structure composed
of a vegetation layer and a surface layer [28]. The upper layer is a uniform block composed
of randomly distributed and anisotropic scattering particles covered in an impenetrable
surface layer. Considering only the effect of volume decorrelation caused by the vegetation
layer, the complex interferometric coherence γ(w) depends on the integral of the scattering
intensity in the vertical direction [6,12,28]:

γ(w) =
〈s1s∗2〉〈

s1s∗1
〉〈

s2s∗2
〉 = eiϕ0

hv∫
0

f (w, z)eikzzdz

hv∫
0

f (w, z)dz

(1)

where s1 and s2 are the complex scattered signals received by the radar antenna, kz is
the vertical wavenumber of the interferometry, and kz = 4π∆θ

λsinθ ≈
4πBn

λRsinθ . The phase ϕ0 is
related to the ground topography phase. θ is the incident angle of the radar antenna, ∆θ
is the observation angle difference, Bn is the vertical baseline length, and R is the slant
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distance from the antenna to the observation target. The distribution of f (w, z) contains
forest vertical scattering information, and w is the polarization vector.

In low-frequency observations, the vegetation scattering model needs to consider
the interaction between the vegetation layer and the ground surface. Vegetation can be
regarded as a single-layer scattering model with thickness hv which contains scatterers
with scattering intensity mv. The scattering characteristics are expressed by the average
extinction coefficient σ and its thickness hv, which are exponentially distributed. z = z0
represents the ground layer, and its scattering intensity is mg. The vertical structure f (z)
of the exponential distribution is applied to the RVoG model, which assumes that the
scattering contribution received by the sensor consists of ground scattering and canopy
scattering [4,28]:

f (z) = mve
2σz

cos θ + mgδ(z− z0) (2)

where δ(z− z0) is the ground scattering function. Substituting Formula (2) into Formula (1),
the formula can be simplified as:

γ(w) =
γv + m(w)

1 + m(w)
eiϕ0 (3)

where w is the polarization vector; the phase ϕ0 is related to the ground topography under
the vegetation layer; m(w) represents the ground-to-volume ratio (GVR), which changes
with the polarization channel; and γv is the volume decorrelation caused by the vegetation
layer. Formula (3) represents a straight line in the complex plane. The RVoG model uses
the volume decorrelation as a bridge to relate observations to forest height, and the volume
decorrelation is expressed in the form of the following equation:

γv(hv, σ) =

∫ hv
0 e

2σz
cos θ +ikzzdz∫ hv

0 e
2σz

cos θ dz
(4)

where γv represents the volume-only decorrelation coefficient, which is independent of the
polarization channel of the radar wave. hv is the volume thickness in the scattering model,
and σ represents the wave extinction coefficient of the vegetation layer.

3.2. Polarization Coherence Tomography Model

The forest reflectance function is defined as f (w, z) (z0 ≤ z ≤ z0 + h) in Formula (1),
which represents the continuous change in the scattered energy of the forest layer. With
a certain polarization channel w, the reflectance function f (z) as a function of height z is
expanded by the Legendre series:

f (z) = ∑
n

anPn(z) (5)

where an is the undetermined real coefficient, which determines the shape of the vertical
structure function. The main idea of polarization coherence tomography is to use a set
of orthogonal Legendre coefficients to approximate the vertical structure function and
then to use the observed complex coherence coefficient γ(w) to estimate the undetermined
coefficient an. Pn(z) denotes a set of standard Legendre polynomials expressed as [21,22]:

P0(z) = 1

P1(z) = z

P2(z) = 1
2 (3z2 − 1)

P3(z) = 1
2 (5z3 − 3z)

P4(z) = 1
8 (35z4 − 30z2 + 3)

· · ·

(6)
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By combining Formulas (5) and (6), the relation between the complex coherence
coefficient γ(w) and the unknown Legendre coefficient an is obtained by Fourier expansion
Formula (1):

γ(w)e−iϕ0 e−ikv = γk(w) = f0 + a10 f1 + a20 f2 + · · ·+ an0 fn (7)

where an0 = an
1+an0

and kv = hvkz
2 . For polarization interferometry, kv contains only one

unknown variable forest height hv. fn is a weight factor, the odd term of fn is a real number,
the even term is an imaginary number, and fn is a function of kv. The expression of fn is
obtained by performing an integral operation:

f0 = sin kv
kv

f1 = i( sin kv
k2

v
− cos kv

kv
)

f2 = 3 cos kv
k2

v
− ( 6−3k2

v
2k3

v
+ 1

2kv
) sin kv

f3 = i(( 30−5k2
v

2k3
v

+ 3
2kv

) cos kv − ( 30−15k2
v

2k4
v

+ 3
2k2

v
) sin kv)

· · ·

(8)

It can be noted that with the higher-order expansion of Fourier-Legendre, it can
more accurately represent the change of coherence coefficient caused by scattering process.
However, in higher-order expressions, this effect is small and can be disregarded. The
expansion values of f4 and higher are basically near zero, so in the solution of the vertical
structure profile function f (z) in this paper, we assume that these terms are zero.

3.3. Forest Height and Vertical Structure Estimation Based on PCT Technology

For the solution of the forest vertical structure profile function, there is a complex
coherence coefficient on the left side of Formula (7) which represents the two observations
(coherence and phase of polarimetric interferometry). Cloude employed dual-baseline
PolInSAR data to solve coefficients a10, a20, a30, a40. In this process, the singular value
decomposition method is used to solve the matrix ill-conditioned problem and to obtain
a relatively reliable vertical structure function [16,22]. However, this vertical structure
inversion method needs to provide prior forest height information, which limits the de-
velopment of forest scattering models that are consistent with forest height and vertical
profile structure.

According to Formula (8), the fourth term in the Fourier–Legendre expansion is
much smaller than the third term and nearly zero, which is negligible in the inversion
process of this paper. Therefore, for Formula (7), when the forest height is known, the
parameters to be solved only contain three vertical structure parameters. However, in the
dual-baseline observation, there are four observations on the left of Formula (7). This extra
observation information provides an opportunity for us to simultaneously determine the
forest height. Therefore, in this paper, when the influence of the higher-order terms of
the Fourier-Legendre expansion are disregarded, the simple expression of Formula (7) is
written as:

γ(w)e−iϕ0 = f unc(kv, a10, a20, a30) (9)

where kv is a function of hv and kz. Note that kv varies for different baseline interferometers
because of kz. In summary, the core principle of PCT, which is to use a set of standard
Legendre polynomials to fit and approximate the relative reflectance function that is difficult
to mathematically model, is shown in Figure 2. Therefore, for the dual-baseline PolInSAR
solution in this paper, the reconstruction of the vertical structure function is expressed by a
third-order polynomial in the form of:

f3_structure(w, z) =
1
hv

(1 + a10P1(
2z
hv
− 1) + a20P2(

2z
hv
− 1) + a30P3(

2z
hv
− 1)) (10)
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Figure 2. PCT vertical structure function reconstruction. The right side of the equal sign is a set of
standard Legendre functions, which can be combined with the coefficient an0 to construct the forest
vertical scattering function (left side of the equal sign).

For Formula (7), when the forest height is known, the Fourier-Legendre expansion
term fn is the known term, and an0 is the unknown parameter to be estimated. In this case,
the problem to be solved is a linear solution problem, and the parameter to be solved can
be directly obtained [21]. However, when the corresponding forest height and vertical
structure are to be simultaneously solved, fn and an0 are the items to be estimated, and the
solution problem of Formula (9) is a nonlinear problem. The solution cannot be directly
performed and is a complex process.

To solve the parameters to be estimated, hv and an0 in this case, this paper uses the
dual-baseline lookup table (LUT) method to obtain accurate forest height and vertical
structure parameters. As shown in Figure 3, we built two two-dimensional lookup tables.
The first two-dimensional lookup table consists of two parameters, hv and a10, and the
second lookup table consists of a20 and a30. For each resolution unit, each table element in
the first lookup table was sequentially combined with all elements in LUT 2 to form a set
of candidate parameter solutions. For each element in LUT 1, hv and a10 are fixed, so the
first baseline observation information can be utilized to obtain an optimal a20 and a30 as
the correspondence in LUT 2. A series of optimal solution spaces for the first baseline are
obtained according to the following formula. The value L′ is written as:

minL′(hv, a10, a20, a30) =
∥∥∥γ1(w)e−iϕ10 − eikv1( f ′0 + a10 f ′1 + a20 f ′2 + a30 f ′3)

∥∥∥ (11)
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By traversing each table element of lookup Table 1, we obtain a solution space combi-
nation of forest height and vertical structure parameters equal to the number of elements
in lookup Table 1, which is displayed in LUT 3 (hv, a10, a20, a30). It can be noted that lookup
Table 1 and LUT 3 are equal in size, whereas the size of LUT 2 is generally different. This
difference is essentially due to the different value ranges of parameters. Influenced by kz,
the Fourier-Legendre expansion term fn of different baselines is also different. The second
baseline observation value γ2(w) is used to filter the solution space LUT 3, and the final
solution L′′ is expressed as follows:

minL′′ (hv, a10, a20, a30) =
∥∥∥γ2(w)e−iϕ20 − eikv2( f ′′0 + a10 f ′′1 + a20 f ′′2 + a30 f ′′3 )

∥∥∥ (12)

3.4. Vegetation Layer Scattering Waveform Peak Height Correction

Under PolInSAR observation, it can be assumed that the wave peak height of the
vertical profile function is equal in the area where the difference between tree species and
tree height is small. Due to the penetration ability of PolInSAR, the peak height of vegetation
scattering has a difference from the forest height [29,30]. According to Formula (10), we
can obtain the distribution shape of vertical scattering energy of vegetation scatterers, so
as to further obtain the height of canopy scattering peak. According to the height of the
scattering peak and its difference from the forest height, we can obtain the corresponding
forest height.

For LiDAR forest height products, due to the measurement method of its spot, the
product coverage is limited, but it has higher accuracy than PolInSAR forest height prod-
ucts [30]. Therefore, the canopy peak height of the energy spectrum obtained by PCT
technology and LiDAR products can be combined to correct the overall peak height to
obtain a more accurate forest height. The relationship between the canopy peak height of
the energy spectrum hpw and forest height h is shown in Figure 4.

he = mu(h′lidar − h′pw)

h = hpw + he
(13)

where h′lidar and h′pw represent the LiDAR forest height and the corresponding peak height
in the area covered by the LiDAR forest height product, he is the peak height correction
error, and h is the corrected height.
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For pixels with different forest heights, the correction values of canopy peak height
and forest height are different. Therefore, the peak height should be divided into multiple
intervals for correction. In this paper, the peak height is divided into three intervals with
equal spacing for correction. An accurate peak height is crucial for forest height estimation,
so we next explore the vertical structure profile parameters.

We use Formula (7) to explore the effect of different undetermined coefficient values
an0 on the coherence coefficient γ(w) on the complex plane circle. As shown in Figure 5a–c
show the changes of γ(w) on the complex plane when only considering the value changes
of a10, a20, and a30, respectively. We use red to represent the coverage area of the coherence
coefficient γ(w) on the complex plane circle when the an0 value is positive, blue to repre-
sent the area covered when the an0 value is negative, and a black curve to represent the
corresponding curve when the an0 value is 0. On this complex plane circle, the following
three points are noted:
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Figure 5. The value of the coherence coefficient γ(w) changes with the value of the undetermined
coefficient an0. The red area represents the area covered by the coherence coefficient γ(w) when the
coefficient an0 is positive; the blue area represents the area covered when an0 is negative; and the
black curve represents the corresponding curve when an0 is 0. (a) is the area occupied by γ(w) when
the a10 value is −0.8 to 2; (b) is the area occupied by γ(w) when the a20 value is −3 to 1; and (c) is the
area occupied by γ(w) when the a30 value is −30 to 2.

1. The value range of the undetermined coefficients a10, a20, and a30 is limited. When
this range is exceeded, the coherence coefficient γ(w) will exceed the range of the
complex plane circle, which is impossible. According to Figure 5, the value range of
a10 is −0.8 to 2, the value range of a20 is −3 to 1, and the value range of a30 is −30 to 2.
These ranges allow us to determine the scope of the lookup table.

2. As the Fourier–Legendre expansion term increases, the magnitude of fn decreases,
and the value range of the undetermined coefficient an0 rapidly increases. The value
range of a30 is much larger than that of a10. For higher-order terms, small differences
in undetermined coefficients do not change the results much.

3. Figure 5 shows that the larger coverage area for a10 is positive and that the larger
coverage area for a20 is negative. It can be inferred that when estimating the undeter-
mined coefficients, the values for most resolution cells are a10 ≥ 0 and a20 ≤ 0, which
is also confirmed in the inversion results. These results are equivalent to the results
of Cloude’s derivation of the second-order expression [1,2,6], which shows that the
maximum scattering region in the forest scatterer is generally located in the upper
part of the vegetation layer.
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4. Experiments and Results
4.1. Tropical Forest Height and Vertical Structure Profile Function at Lope

The proposed algorithm was tested using airborne quad-polarization datasets to
obtain PolInSAR forest height and vertical structure profile functions. In this section, we
show the PolInSAR forest height and vertical structure retrieved by the dual-baseline
combination (20 m−60 m) in the tropical forest. According to Formula (10) and the forest
vertical structure parameters a10, a20, and a30 obtained based on the dual-baseline PCT
model solution method, we obtained the vertical structure profile for each resolution cell.
Figure 6 shows the normalized vertical structure function value corresponding to the red
line in the yellow rectangle (slant range direction (Column): 600, azimuth direction (Row):
2500:3000) in Figure 7c. The upper panel in Figure 6 shows the polarization tomograms of
all the pixels in the rectangle. Even in the tropical rainforest area, the scattered energy from
the surface cannot be disregarded, and volume scattering at canopy locations and dihedral
scattering at near-surface regions are the main sources of scattering. Less surface scattering
can be explained, because the lower layer of tropical forest vegetation has a complex
ecological environment, and shrubs and tall and thick grass stems are more abundant, so
the scattering signal shows more dihedral scattering rather than surface scattering.
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Figure 6. Inversion results of vertical profiles of tropical forests using dual-baseline PolInSAR data
based on the PCT model. The top panel shows the vertical structural polarization tomogram of
the area covered by the red line in the yellow rectangular box in Figure 7c and (a–e) represent
the profile functions of the 90th, 31st, 350th, 450th, and 470th pixels, respectively, in the above
polarization tomogram.

The lower panels (a) to (e) in Figure 6 represent the vertical structure scattering profile
functions for five pixels (90th, 331st, 350th, 450th, and 470th pixels along the azimuth
direction (row)) randomly picked from the above polarization tomogram. Based on this
structure scattering function, the peak height of vegetation canopy scattering can be ob-
tained. In addition, the vertical structure profile functions of (a) to (e) are basically different:
they have different heights and different scattering structures. This also proves that the
structure of tropical forests is complex, and that the scattering structure function that only
assumes an exponential distribution in the vertical direction is not consistent with the
vertical scattering of tropical forests.
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Figure 7. PolInSAR forest height retrieval results for tropical forest at Lope. (a) The LVIS LiDAR
forest height product is overlaid on the Pauli RGB composite map; (b) dual-baseline PolInSAR forest
height inversion results based on the RVoG model; (c) dual-baseline PolInSAR forest height inversion
results based on the PCT model; (d) dual-baseline PolInSAR forest height obtained by correcting the
height of canopy scattering peak.

Figure 7a shows the LiDAR forest height, Figure 7 (b) to (d) are the PolInSAR forest
height, and Figure 7d is the forest height obtained by correcting the height of the canopy
scattering peak. The canopy scattering peak height is divided into three intervals: 0–20 m,
20 m–40 m, and 40 m–60 m. According to Formula (13), a small amount of LiDAR forest
height products (slant range direction (Column) 550:650) and its corresponding canopy
scattering peak height are used to obtain the peak height correction error he. Then the peak
height in the three intervals is corrected to obtain the forest height.

By comparing the LiDAR forest height products in Figure 7a, the dual-baseline estima-
tion method based on the RVoG model is overestimated in low-vegetation areas. On the
one hand, this is due to the increased penetration ability under low-frequency observations,
and PolInSAR observations contain a large amount of ground scattering, resulting in an
overestimation of low vegetation. On the other hand, since the RVoG model considers that
the effective scatterers are located in the upper forest layer, rather than the lower forest layer.
With low-frequency observations, the effective scatterers become larger and are located
at a lower position in the forest structure, contrary to the RVoG model assumption. In
this case, the exponentially structured vertical scattering profile function assumption is no
longer valid, resulting in the overestimation of low vegetation. Compared with the forest
height inversion method based on the RVoG model, the dual-baseline solution method
based on the PCT model eliminates the overestimation of low vegetation caused by model
inconsistencies due to considering this non-exponential vertical scattering situation. For
the peak correction forest height, due to the overall correction, the forest estimation result
is closer to the LiDAR forest height.

Figure 8 shows the scatterplot of the accuracy validation between the retrieved dual-
baseline PolInSAR forest height and the LiDAR forest height. The size of 40× 40 pixels
(260 m × 260 m) in the PolInSAR forest height result serves as a forest window for accuracy
verification, and the average filtering was performed in this window. The experimental
results were compared with the LVIS forest height products of the same resolution. The root
mean square error (RMSE) and coefficient of determination (R2) were selected as evaluation
indicators for comparison. For the tropical forest area at Lope, a total of 154,319 plots were
counted, of which a height of less than 3 m was considered to be grassland and was masked.
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Figure 8. Statistical results of tropical forest height estimation. Red indicates dense scatter, and blue
indicates sparse scatter. (a) Dual-baseline PolInSAR forest height inversion results based on the
RVoG model; (b) dual-baseline PolInSAR forest height inversion results based on the PCT model;
(c) dual-baseline PolInSAR forest height obtained by correcting the height of canopy scattering peak.

For the dual-baseline estimation method product based on the RVoG model (RMSE = 8 m;
R2 = 0.86), its forest height has the same trend as the LiDAR forest height. Compared with
this result, the solution method based on the PCT model (RMSE = 6.77 m; R2 = 0.88) was
improved by 15.38% in RMSE, and the deviation from the real forest scene was smaller.
The forest height based on the PCT model for peak correction (RMSE = 5.96 m; R2 = 0.91)
was more consistent with LiDAR forest height products. Compared with the RVoG model
forest height product, RMSE increased by 25.5%. Therefore, the proposed method reflects
the distribution of forest height and improves the estimation bias of vegetation.

4.2. Boreal Forest Height and Vertical Structure Profile Function at Krycklan

In this section, the algorithm proposed in this paper is verified in the L-band coniferous
forest area, considering the inversion effect of stronger penetration ability and more near-
surface scattering for coniferous forest scenes with relatively simple forest composition.
According to Formula (10), we obtained the vertical structure profile for each resolution
cell. Figure 9 shows the normalized vertical structure function value corresponding to the
red line (slant range direction (Column): 400, azimuth direction (Row): 5500:6000) in the
yellow rectangle in Figure 10c. The top panel in Figure 9 shows the polarization tomogram
of all the cells in the rectangle. In the coniferous forest area, volume scattering and surface
scattering are the main sources of scattering in the vegetation cover area. In contrast to
the tropical forest area, the scattered signal at near-surface locations is surface scattering
rather than dihedral scattering. In tropical forest sites, the near-surface area under the
vegetation is covered with dense small vegetation stems. As a result, the reflected signal
often contains a large amount of dihedral scattering located at a position slightly above the
surface height. For the coniferous forest in the low-frequency observation scene, due to the
sparse vegetation of the boreal forest, there is minimal vegetation with stems under the
coniferous forest, with the exception of tall trees, and the low-frequency signal appears as
surface scattering near the surface.

Figure 9 (a) to (e) represent the vertical structure scattering profile functions of
five pixels (30th, 110th, 235th, 355th, and 460th pixels, respectively, along the azimuth
(row)) randomly selected from the above polarization tomogram. The structures have dif-
ferent heights and scattering structures, which can estimate the height of canopy scattering
peaks. The structures of Figure 9 (a), (d), and (e) of the five pixels are similar, and the
structures of Figure 9 (b) and (c) are similar. For the tropical rainforest area, the vertical
structure functions of Figure 9 (a) to (e) are different. This finding proves that the coniferous
forest region has a simpler composition of forest scatterers than the diversity of the vertical
scatter structure of the tropical rainforest.
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Figure 9. Inversion results of vertical profiles of boreal forests using dual-baseline PolInSAR data
based on the PCT model. The top panel shows the vertical structural polarization tomogram of
the area covered by the red line in the yellow rectangular box in Figure 10c, and (a–e) represent
the profile functions of the 30th, 110th, 235th, 355th, and 460th pixels, respectively, in the above
polarization tomogram.
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Figure 10. PolInSAR forest height retrieval results for boreal forest at Krycklan. (a) LiDAR forest
height product, (b) dual-baseline PolInSAR forest height inversion results based on the RVoG model,
and (c) dual-baseline PolInSAR forest height inversion results based on the PCT model; (d) dual-
baseline PolInSAR forest height obtained by correcting the height of canopy scattering peak.
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At the Krycklan test site, we also show the results of forest height inversion for a
dual-baseline combination (12 m–24 m), as shown in Figure 10. Figure 10a is the LiDAR
forest height product, Figure 10 (b) and (c) are the PolInSAR forest height retrieval products
based on the RVoG model and PCT model, respectively, and Figure 10d is the dual-baseline
PolInSAR forest height obtained by correcting the height of the canopy scattering peak. The
canopy scattering peak height is divided into three intervals to correct: 0–10 m, 10 m–20 m,
and 20 m–30 m. According to Formula (13), a small amount of LiDAR forest height products
(slant range direction (Column) 350:450) and its corresponding canopy scattering peak
height are used to obtain the peak height correction error he.

To evaluate the accuracy of forest height estimation, 40× 40 pixels (80 m × 80 m) in
the PolInSAR forest height results served as a forest statistical window in the accuracy
assessment. The experimental results were compared with the LiDAR forest product of the
same resolution and size. For the entire image test site, a total of 3259 statistical windows
were counted. Figure 11 shows the scatterplot between the LiDAR and PolInSAR forest
height products inverted by the dual-baseline RVoG and PCT models. The dual-baseline
forest height estimation method based on the RVoG model (RMSE = 4.47 m, R2 = 0.75) and
the dual-baseline forest height estimation method based on the PCT model (RMSE = 3.39 m,
R2 = 0.76) can retrieve the forest height. The RMSE of canopy peak correction forest height
(RMSE = 3.11 m, R2 = 0.79) improved by 30.43% compared to the forest height retrieved
by the RVoG model. For the boreal forest, the tree species are relatively simple, and the
simple exponential attenuation model can also fit the scattering structure distribution. The
PCT uses more parameters to describe the scattering process in the vertical direction, so the
forest height corrected by the canopy peak has a smaller RMSE. However, there is almost
no difference in RMSE between the corrected canopy peak height and the forest height
retrieved by PCT. This means that for a simple vegetation vertical scattering function, the
forest height and canopy peak height retrieved by the PCT model are the same in most
forest areas.
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Figure 11. Statistical results of boreal forest height estimation. (a) Dual-baseline PolInSAR forest
height inversion results based on the RVoG model; (b) dual-baseline PolInSAR forest height inversion
results based on the PCT model; (c) dual-baseline PolInSAR forest height obtained by correcting the
height of canopy scattering peak.

5. Discussion

The dual-baseline PCT solution method proposed in this paper was tested using the
SAR data of the airborne tropical forest and boreal forest sites, and the corresponding
forest height and vertical scatterer density distribution functions were obtained. These
forest vertical feature images reflect the difference in vegetation scatterer density between
tropical rainforest and coniferous forest areas. In tropical forests, the scattering echo signal
is stronger. In addition to canopy scattering, the dihedral scattering of the interaction
between understory vegetation and the ground is more than that of the boreal forest site,
which may be due to the fact that tropical forests grow more understory vegetation. This
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detailed information can also be used as basic data to describe the distribution of forest
stock through further regression.

By comparing the PolInSAR forest height obtained by the algorithm proposed in this
paper with the LiDAR forest height, it can be noted that in tropical forests, the RMSE of
forest height estimation is 17.03% of the average forest height, and in the boreal forest test
site, the error is 17.28%, which can meet the needs of large-scale forest biomass estimation.
The RMSE of the forest height estimated in two different test sites is the same, indicating
that the proposed algorithm considers different vertical structure functions in both complex
tropical rainforests and simple coniferous forests. The final scattering model fits the real
vertical distribution scene of forest scatterers. For the coefficient of determination, due to
the different sources of SAR data and the different resolution of the statistical window (the
tropical forest data comes from NASA ‘s UAVSAR equipment and the statistical window
is 260 m × 260 m, while the boreal forest data comes from the ESA’s F-SAR equipment
and the statistical window is 80 m × 80 m), the coefficient of determination of the tropical
forest test site is better than that of the boreal forest test site. Due to this statistical window
difference, the comparison of the coefficient of determination is not applicable to different
data sets in PolInSAR forest height estimation of airborne data. In addition, the accuracy is
compared with the existing dual-baseline forest height solution method based on RVoG
model. It is proved that the dual baseline PolInSAR forest height estimation based on PCT
technology is feasible. As the forest vertical profile function is related to the forest height
solution, the validity of the forest height solution also proves the reliability of the forest
vertical profile function.

By summarizing the work of Cloude et al. and the experimental results of this paper,
it is further revealed that in sparse forests, the actual forest scene is quite different from the
RVoG model assumption. Even if the effect of the ground-to-volume ratio is considered
in the dual-baseline inversion, the forest height inversion still has a large deviation. This
change in vertical structure should be considered for forest resource surveys and forest
biomass estimates. For forest areas, the vertical distribution functions of vegetation scat-
terers are diverse, and the effective scatterer may be located in the trunk and understory
vegetation rather than the upper forest canopy. This situation can occur in sparse forest
environments, with more or less distinct differences in the underlying structure of the
vegetation layer, or in low-frequency observations, where the effective scatterers become
larger and therefore located lower in the forest structure. In this case, exponential structural
attenuation is no longer effective, leading to an overestimation of low vegetation. Although
the PCT model is used to approximate the scattering structure, there are still some forest
height estimation biases in lower and higher vegetation estimations. In view of this situa-
tion, the segmented correction of the canopy scattering peak height in the vertical structure
profile can correct this systematic deviation problem.

For the solution of the vertical profile function, the original PCT solution framework
needs to calculate the forest height in advance as the input parameter. The solution of
the forest height is still obtained using the RVoG model. It is unreasonable to separately
calculate the forest height and vertical structure profile parameters under different vertical
structure model assumptions. Using the dual-baseline PCT algorithm, the forest height and
vertical structure can be placed in a solution framework, which solves the problem of the
previous forest height solution model not matching the vertical structure solution model.
However, the solution framework of this proposed method is in dual-baseline mode. This
limits the solution of more baselines for higher-order forest vertical structures.

6. Conclusions

This paper demonstrates the unequivocal potential of dual-baseline L-band PolInSAR
systems for forest height and vertical structure profile estimation in tropical and boreal
forest test sites using simple polarimetric interferometric tomography. The study retrieved
PolInSAR forest height and vertical structure profile products for different forest types
using a dual-baseline quad-polarization dataset based on polarimetric coherence tomogra-
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phy theory. For the forest parameter estimation model, the RVoG model, its exponential
attenuation of the forest structure in the vertical direction of the integral model is not
applicable to all resolution cells of interferometry. To overcome these limitations, consid-
ering the complexity of forest vertical structure in different resolution cells, a pixel-level
forest vertical structure profile and forest height inversion model were established. Due
to the lack of single-baseline observation information, it was not possible to solve all the
parameters. The introduction of multi-baseline data and analysis based on the model itself
demonstrated that the parameters of the dual-baseline solution provide a better PolInSAR
inversion product. These dual-baseline PolInSAR forest height and vertical structure inver-
sion results can be used to estimate forest aboveground biomass and monitor forest growth.
In future research, more baseline interferometry data, rather than only dual-baseline data,
should be considered for the solution of the PCT model.
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